
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
April 8, 2015  
 
Dennis Rosen 
Chairman  
New York State Liquor Authority 
80 S. Swan Street, 9th Floor 
Albany, NY 12210 
 
Re: Ichiran U.S.A., Inc. d/b/a Ichiran 
 123 West 20th Street (6/7) 
 
Dear Chairman Rosen: 

  
Manhattan Community Board 4 (MCB4) writes with respect to the application of Ichiran 
U.S.A., Inc. d/b/a Ichiran, 123 West 20th Street (6/7), for a new Restaurant Wine and Beer 
License.  The community has raised serious concerns about an establishment of this size 
operating on a highly residential side street at a location that has not previously housed a 
restaurant, bar, or licensed premise.  MCB4 shares these concerns about the location 
selected by the applicant and urges the applicant to consider an alternate location on an 
avenue or wider commercial side street.  The applicant has agreed to significant 
stipulations, however, regarding its method of operation.  Accordingly, if the applicant 
chooses to go forward with the present location, MCB4 recommends denial of the 
Restaurant Wine and Beer License unless the attached stipulations, agreed to by the 
applicant, are part of the method of operation for this establishment. 
 
Multiple community members expressed serious concerns about this applicant at three 
meetings of MCB4 and its Business Licenses and Permits Committee.  These concerns 
focused on the fact that the applicant sought to open a large, licensed restaurant -- 116 
seats on two floors -- midblock on a narrow heavily residential side street.  The community 
members stated that all other ground floor businesses on this block close no later than 7:30 
p.m., that a kindergarten is located two doors down from this location, and that, with its 
large capacity and contemplated high customer turnover, the establishment would likely 
have a negative impact on residential quality of life.  They identified issues including:  
increased pedestrian traffic and accompanying noise on the block (including patrons 
smoking and loitering outside the establishment and in front of residential windows); 
queuing on the narrow sidewalks (a common occurrence with this type of business); 
potential noise and odors from cooking and air-conditioning equipment; and increased 
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garbage (and late-night, loud garbage pick-ups) on the block. 
 
The applicant has agreed to significant stipulations that seek to address the community’s 
areas of concern.  These stipulations -- which are central to MCB4’s position on this 
application and are reflected in the attached stipulation form -- include agreements to close 
at 10:30 p.m. nightly; to apply for a Restaurant Wine and Beer License rather than an O/P 
License; to provide for a vestibule and a large indoor waiting area, and to avoid late-night 
garbage pick-up.  MCB4 also asks the applicant to consider not serving sake and shochu 
and to confine its alcohol service to traditional wine and beer.  
  
As noted at the outset, MCB4 and the community believe that this establishment is far 
better suited to a busier, more commercial avenue or street and urge the applicant to 
consider an alternate location.  If the applicant chooses to go forward with the current 
location, MCB4 recognizes that the applicant is seeking a Restaurant Wine and Beer 
License and has agreed to significant stipulations regarding its method of operation and 
accordingly recommends denial of the application unless those stipulations are part of the 
method of operation.  
 
Thank you for your attention to this application. 
 
Sincerely, 

                         
Christine Berthet 
Chair 
 

Paul Seres 
Co-Chair 
Business License & Permits 
Committee  

Frank Holozubiec 
Co-Chair 
Business License & Permits 
Committee  

 
  
 


























